Date: 2/08/2008

1. Entered muckpile behind clay hole.

2. Began picking up #140 clay.

3. Manned out by two drives and clay levels dropped to .20% clay.

4. Manned there to old north mains around the block containing gas well. .40% clay.

5. Gas present until 1 area only was well. Levels dropped to .20% clay.
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Date: 2/08/2008

1. Manned muckpile back out and levels were climbed over .40 clay anywhere in the area. Old fall and main muckpiles .6% clay.

2. Manned to my barn. Entered old area from track 2, 4 clay.

3. Gas was not regulated.

4. Manned to outside.

5. Made hedge and #71 head of coal section search. Went over 10% spot with then. Manned to outside.

Note: during inspection.